
TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT

January 2020, Citizen Heights Church in Washington DC, 
put together a vision board with a number of properties 
they had their eye on for a new campus in Virginia. One 
property in particular stood out, but the price tag seemed 

out of range. Fast-forward to last fall, when the Covid pandemic 
had the world shut down, senior pastors, Michael & Heather 
Giroux, found themselves in a miraculous situation. They seized 
on an opportunity to purchase that prime piece of real estate they 
were believing for near Dulles, VA, for less than half of the original 
asking price and, a couple weeks before they closed, I flew up to 
help consult just before Thanksgiving.

The space was originally designed as a religious church 
and preschool, with tall cathedral ceilings, stained glass and 
six dormers allowing lots of natural light. The tour felt post-
apocalyptical at times; the preschool plastered with St. Patrick’s 
Day decor and the calendar stuck on the last day of school 
pre-covid and before Spring. The stage was short and shallow; 
aesthetics that would not fit Citizen Heights modern worship 
experience.

With the help of our financial partners, LFCI, we secured 
financing to cover nearly all of the technology and install costs.

Just three weeks after closing on the property, our Proton 
Global team drove from Florida to Virginia on Christmas Day to 
begin demolition of the old stage; construct the new stage, sound 
booth, glass drum enclosure and camera platform; plus all-new 
wiring infrastructure to a central rack. The stage design consisted 
of eight custom stage pockets from Ace Backstage including XLR, 
SDI, DMX, and CAT6 connections. 

For lighting, we installed Megabatten Connector strips 
from The Light Source, essentially a lighting pipe with power 
and DMX built-in. With limited access to run wire above the 
drywall cathedral ceiling, we went Wireless DMX using Elation 
E-Fly’s. Vista-EX by Chroma-Q was brought-in for lighting 
control with Luminex’s Luminode 4 for DMX network. Twelve 
ETC ColorSource Spot’s were used for stage wash. Chauvet Pro’s 
Ovation H55-FC house pendants delivered full color wash over 
crowd and lobby. For color, texture and effect: eight Chauvet Pro 
Rogue R2X Beams and two R2X Spots were installed. Froggy’s Fog 
TITAN H2 Hazer provides the water-based particles that help turn 
all the lighting effects in the room into a complete masterpiece!

To highlight those six amazing dormers, yet still have control 
of natural light, we used 100% blackout white tint, and turned to 
our friends at Environmental Lights for custom LED strips per our 
design specs. Each dormer has a super-bright RGBW LED strip 
inconspicuously installed inside a 90-degree aluminum channel-
illuminating the entire dormer. They are individually controlled 
allowing us to capitalize on the architectural integrity of the 
space-while controlling the light levels in the room-manipulating 
the colors at any given point to create the perfect mood. We also 
installed custom RGBW LED strips atop the side wall ledges, 
pixel-mapped with nearly 500 individual pixels on each side. 
With reflection on the white cathedral ceiling, the result is simply 
stunning!

Our partners at Imagine Screens installed their latest Live Series 
Studio Broadcast LED panels for a large center video wall and 
two smaller side IMAG walls. The panels are wall-mounted and 
thinnest in the industry at 1 5/8”! Pro Presenter 7 was installed 
on a new Apple iMac i7 with a Sonnet Thunderbolt 3 chassis and 
Blackmagic DeckLink Duo 2 card for video I/O to the Colorlight 
Z6 LED processor and broadcast switcher.

At FOH, we used Allen & Heath Avantis with a GX4816 
stage rack. We added the Waves SoundGrid card and SuperRack 
Extreme, giving us 64 channels of Waves processing at FOH and 
64 channels at broadcast. All band and vocals have Allen & Heath 
ME-1 Personal Monitor Mixers. They use Shure QLXD for wireless 
microphones and Sennheiser for wireless IEM’s.

The broadcast mix consists of a Mac running Logic connected 
to the SoundGrid server with independent control of all 
64-channels at full 96kHz quality. PreSonus’ new Faderport 16 
DAW integrated flawlessly with Logic coming in less than $1000. 
It’s no wonder why it was honored last year at NAMM. We also 
setup virtual soundcheck so Logic can playback through FOH.

Speaking of the room, remember we said it had a cathedral 
ceiling? Well, naturally it had a near six-second delay, making 
it unbearable and unintelligible without acoustical treatment. 
Virginia-based Acoustics First helped us with custom acoustical 
panels that brought control to the room and took it down under 
1.5 seconds of delay.

A stereo pair of bi-amped DX1277 coaxial loudspeakers from 
Fulcrum, along with two of their dual 15” low profile subwoofers 
generate sonic excellence in the space. Small 8” Fulcrum’s were 
brought in for stereo front fills. An Ashly 4x8 digital speaker 
processor was used with Dynacord amplifiers transporting the 
power.

For video, we again relied heavily on Blackmagic Design, with 
their ATEM 2 M/E Production Studio 4K Switcher at the helm. 
URSA Broadcast Camera is in the center position, complete with 
URSA Studio Viewfinder, Fujinon XA20 lens and MS-01 controls. 
The client requested PTZ cameras on the rear wings, so we used 
Marshall Electronics new CV730 UHD 4K60 IP Camera with 
VS-PTC-IP PTZ Camera Controller; with their smaller CV503’s 
mounted as POV angles for the band. A wireless roving camera 
captures the action shots from crowd to stage, using DJI’s Ronin-M 
3-Axis gimbal, Blackmagic’s Micro Studio 4K and Video Assist 7” 
3G, Venus Optics Laowa 7.5mm T2 wide-angle lens, and Vaxis 
Storm 1000s wireless SDI system. 

One of the highlights of the job was helping the client 
discover a more affordable solution for streaming and to 
link the two campuses together with two-way live video. 
The church was just days away from signing a long-
term agreement with a leading streaming provider who 
caters mostly to mega churches with mega budgets, and 
would have set them back nearly $60k in hardware and 
redundancy alone! We introduced Citizen Heights to our friends at 
BoxCast and secured a BoxCaster Pro for both campus. BoxCast’s 
Multi-site Player allows them to easily stream live content with 
variable buffer settings from their robust cloud servers. 

BoxCaster Pro is a beast with SDI input, 60fps streaming, 
HEVC compression-allowing simultaneous streaming to 
Facebook, YouTube, Periscope, and unlimited embedding to the 
Citizen Heights app and website. The rebroadcast feature allows 
them to schedule replays throughout the day or week, simulating 
a live experience. Not only did the BoxCast platform impress, but 
that decision saved them over $50k in hardware costs alone, not to 
mention a substantial savings on the monthly support fees.

For a live point-to-point video solution connecting the main 
campus in Tenleytown, DC, and the new Dulles campus in 
Virginia, we delivered an outside-the-box approach that turned 
out to be quite groundbreaking! Blackmagic Design recently 
released ATEM Streaming Bridge, which is an incredibly powerful, 
yet surprisingly affordable device when used in conjunction with 
the ATEM Mini Pro or Extreme line of switchers. We send the 
program output from the main ATEM 2 M/E switcher to ATEM 
Mini Pro, connected a stereo XLR to 3.5mm cable out of the 
GX4816 stage rack, into the audio input of the ATEM Mini Pro. 
After several tests we decided on an isolated aux mix of the pastor’s 
microphone with a slight noise gate to avoid the other campus 
hearing a faint delay of themselves back from the other campus. 

Of course, it doesn’t hurt to have a former member of the 
Unites States Air Force on your team who helped run network for 
Air Force One under Presidents Bush and Obama. It took some 
advanced network and firewall programming, but we landed on 
using the ATEM Mini Pro’s HyperDeck Medium Codec, typically 
used for local in-network use since it runs around 40 Mbps, but 
with the ISP delivering internet via fiber to each campus, we had 
plenty of bandwidth at our disposal to push the limits. Also did 
you know that around 70% of the world’s internet traffic flows 
through the DMV (DC, Maryland, and Virginia)?

To go live, we used the ATEM Mini Pro’s built-in steaming 
capabilities. Each campus is setup with a Blackmagic Design 
ATEM Streaming Bridge to receive the feed from the other 
campus. We came out HDMI right into the LED wall processor 
and used a Blackmagic Design SDI to Audio Mini Converter to de-
embed the audio to 1/4” stereo outputs to Avantis. 

After a year without physical services, I was there for their first 
day back, which also happened to be the launch day of the new 
campus. I’m pretty sure everyone in the room got goosebumps 
during the part of the service where we connected via point-to-
point for the first time. Pastor Michael Giroux was in Dulles, while 
his wife Heather was 30 miles away at their main Tenleytown 
location. During their banter, they admitted having faked a 
live point-to-point years prior, but this time it was completely 
authentic, cost-effective, cutting-edge, and all-happened with less 
than one-second of delay! 

Very few integrators would’ve been up for such a challenging 
project on such a tight timeline; from design, infrastructure, 
stage construction, providing the gear, installing, integrating, and 
training-while keeping stewardship at the forefront, we helped 
Citizen Heights do more for less. Even helping them secure the 
capital necessary to go for the entire tech package from day one vs 
phasing. 

It’s projects like these, you come away thankful for the 
opportunity and fulfilled to play even a small part in such a big 
vision. So grateful to the Giroux’s and their team for giving us the 
chance to use our gifts and talents to serve the kingdom and see 
His church moving forward, even in the midst of a pandemic-
caused shutdown! T
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Q: How did the Coronavirus Pandemic 
affect your congregation at Citizen 
Heights?

A: Our Tenleytown campus in DC plus our second campus in 
Virginia-which had been meeting in a school, both went 49 

weeks without physical services! We brought in our worship team 
and pastors to shoot new content every week during the lockdown. 
Our production team worked tirelessly each and every week to 
record and edit our online-only experiences.

Q: What characteristics were you looking 
for in an integrator for your new Dulles?

A: We decided early-on that Covid wouldn’t last forever, so we 
continued our pursuit of a new building for our Virginia 

campus. When this property opened up, we knew we had our work 
cut out for us, especially in getting the technology and production 
aspects up to speed. Having just purchased the property, we 
needed an integrator who could deliver more bang for the buck. 
Training our team of volunteers thoroughly also played a big role 
in who we chose.

Q&A with Joseph Olmo, Q&A with Joseph Olmo, 
associate pastor/technical director;associate pastor/technical director;
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Q: How did you select Proton Global Media 
Group to oversee the project?

A: Proton Global just does it right! We’ve known Ricky and 
his team for years. Actually, seven years ago they installed 

our original broadcast camera system in Tenleytown. We always 
loved how they educated our team-always there to give us support 
with troubleshooting tips or expert advice. The last several years 
we used a local company for our tech needs, only to feel like we 
weren’t getting the value for our money, plus our team lacked the 
training necessary to run the systems confidently. During our 
previous lighting install, the training session consisted of a basic 
tour of the console, then they encouraged our team to learn more 
specifics on YouTube like they learned! We couldn’t afford to take 
this approach for a project of this magnitude.

Q: What were the main challenges during 
the renovation?

A: It was a lot of managing and juggling schedules of 
contractors and laborers who were busy moving doors, 

patching drywall, ripping up floors, etc; not to mention Proton 
Global’s team commuting back and forth regularly from Florida, 
building the stage, running wires, hanging speakers and lights, etc. 
Plus having to navigate with our local and state governments when 
we would be allowed to open our campuses physically again. It 
was a constant moving target for sure, but once again we stayed in 
constant communication with Proton Global and they remained 
flexible even with last-minute setbacks or delays.

Q: What are some of the highlights of the 
new campus?

A: Our team of volunteers really showed up as soon as we 
opened the doors; so willing to learn the new technology 

and serve right away. To think they had not been in church for 
almost a year! We were surprised by the amount of students who 
came out that first night of training. Literally dozens of them 
showed up eager to help! Proton Global came alongside us and 
helped deliver incredible technology, giving us more bang for the 
buck and exceeded our expectations. As a new campus, Dulles 
didn’t just launch with hand-me-downs; in many ways it surpassed 
the overall system capabilities and level of quality of our DC 
campus. Plans are already in the works to bring similar upgrades 
there in the coming weeks.

Q: How did the congregations respond 
to the live point-to-point technology you 
introduced?

A: This was one of the best things we’ve ever done. The feeling 
you get when you have a live, real-time two-way connection 

between campuses is amazing. We’ve been trying to do this for 
several years, but every time we did, prices were astronomical and 
it was something we put off. Ricky and his team really delivered 
a stable, cost effective, easy-to-operate solution for linking our 
campuses and helping everyone feel connected like never before. 
This feature was a game-changer for us. We even use it to link our 
team nights and our pre-service production meetings, so we’re all 
on the same page in real time, even though we’re 30 miles away.

LED Video Wall:
Imagine Screens Live Series 
Studio 3.91mm
Sonnet Echo Express SE1 
Thunderbolt 3 Chassis
Blackmagic Design  
DeckLink Duo 2
Renewed Vision Pro  
Presenter 7
Camera System:
Blackmagic Design ATEM 2 M/E 
Production Studio 4K Switcher
2x Blackmagic Design  
ATEM Mini Pro
2x Blackmagic Design ATEM 
Streaming Bridge
Blackmagic Design URSA 
Broadcast Camera with URSA 
Studio Viewfinder, Fujinon 
XA20-BRM HD Broadcast Lens 
with MS-01 Zoom and Focus 
Controller
Sachtler aktiv6 Tripod Head
Unity Intercom system with 5 
licenses, Unity Headsets & Unity 
Tally Module
DJI Ronin-M 3-Axis Stabilizer 
with Blackmagic Design Micro 
Studio Camera 4K, Venus Optics 
Laowa 7.5mm F2 MFT Lens, 
Video Assist 7” 3G & Vaxis 
Storm 1000s
2x Marshall CV730 UHD60 PTZ 
Camera with Marshall VS-PTC-
IP Broadcast PTZ Joystick 
Controller
2x Marshall CV503 Miniature 
Full-HD 3G Camera

Audio System:
Allen & Heath Avantis
Allen & Heath GX4816 Audio 
Expander
10x Allen & Heath ME-1  
Personal Mixer
Allen & Heath Waves V3 Waves 
SoundGrid Option Card for 
Avantis
Waves SoundGrid Extreme 
Server
Waves Horizon Plugin Bundle
PreSonus FaderPort 16 
16-channel Production 
Controller
Speaker System:
Fulcrum DX1277 2 x 12, Co-
Axial, Install Speaker (Bi-Amp)
Fulcrum SUB215L Dual 15” Low 
Profile Subwoofer
Fulcrum TQP-48 4in x 8out, 
Programmable, Digital Processor
Dynacord C3600FDI, C2800FDI 
& C180Chauvet0FDI DSP Power 
Amplifiers

Lighting System:
Vista-EX Control Surface by 
Chroma-Q with 2048 DMX 
Channel Dongle
Luminex LumiNode 4 Ethernet 
to 4-port DMX Node
8x Chauvet Pro Ovation H55-FC 
House Pendant with W-DMX 
Micro T-1 TRX G5 Transceiver 
8x Chauvet Pro Rogue R2X 
Beam & 2x Rogue R2X Spot
12x ETC ColorSource Spot LED 
Deep Blue
Froggy’s Fog Titan H2 Hazer
7x Elation E-Fly Wireless DMX 
Transceiver 
6x The Light Source MegaBatten 
Connector Strip
Custom Dormer LED Strip 
Lighting & Aluminum Channel 
by Environmental Lights
Acoustical 
Treatments:
Acoustics First Sonora Custom-
Made Wall & Ceiling Panels
Stage Pockets:
8x Ace Backstage Custom 
122SLBK Full Stage Pockets 
with Connectrix connectors for 
XLR, SDI, DMX & IEM.
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